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Figure 1: Examples of dexterous phone gestures: (a) half rotate for eyes-free actions, like silencing an incoming call; (b) half

flip to activate a voice app, like note dictation; (c) half spin to open a dedicated app from the lock screen, like a point-of-sale

payment.

ABSTRACT

We identify and evaluate single-handed “dexterous gestures” to

physically manipulate a phone using the fine motor skills of fin-

gers. Four manipulations are defined: shift, spin (yaw axis), rotate

(roll axis) and flip (pitch axis), with a formative survey showing all

except flip have been performed for various reasons. A controlled

experiment examines the speed, behaviour, and preference of ma-

nipulations in the form of dexterous gestures, by considering two

directions and two movement magnitudes. Results show rotate is

rated as easiest and most comfortable, while flip is rated lowest.

Using a heuristic recognizer for spin, rotate, and flip, a one-week us-

ability experiment finds increased practice and familiarity improve

the speed and comfort of dexterous gestures. Design guidelines

are developed to consider comfort, ability, and confidence when

mapping dexterous gestures to interactions, and demonstrations

show how such gestures can be used in smartphone applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Our hands are remarkable when one considers the diverse ways we

can grasp andmanipulate objects. Aristotle and Anaxagoras even ar-

gue that human intelligence evolved due to the capability of human

hands [21, 31]. When we interact with mobile phones, we already

use a range of hand functions: from thumb input while gripping the

phone, to physical interactions like squeezing [33], shaking, and

wrist rotation [13]. Researchers have also proposed more elaborate

types of input using wrist rotation (e.g. [1, 34, 57]) and motion

gestures performed with the arm and wrist (e.g. [38, 39]). However,

interactions proposed so far primarily use a power grip [25] in

which the hand firmly grasps the phone during interactions, typi-

cally requiring muscular strength and producing larger movements

in space.

We investigate an under-explored type of physical interaction

that uses the opposite of a static power grip: a dynamic precision

grip enabled by finger dexterity. By definition, dexterous manip-

ulations include gross movements like juggling, but we focus on

those that are decoupled from arm movement, i.e. in-hand dexter-
ous manipulations [20]. This category uses a loose grip to allow

object position and orientation to be manipulated primarily using

smaller finger muscles for finer movements. In general, people have

phenomenal ability to develop finger dexterity skills for activities

such as playing musical instruments, specialized tasks in industry

and healthcare, and crafts like knitting [32], but it is unclear if this

innate human ability could also be used for phone interaction.

There have been limited demonstrations of in-hand dexterous

gestures for input devices. For example, Soap [2] is a custom point-

ing device using mid-air manipulative gestures to interact with

large wall displays, and MagPen [16] enables the detection of differ-

ent dexterous pen-spinning gestures. With phones, Eardley et al. [6]

note how people using a phone with one hand will loosen their grip
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to shift it down with finger movements when reaching far targets.

Recently, Yang et al. [54] elicited ways to switch between front

and back screens on a “dual-display” phone, finding some people

loosened their grip to turn the phone over using a series of finger

movements with the same hand. These works further motivate a

systematic investigation into in-hand dexterous gestures for phone

interaction to answer the research question: “What is a general class
of dexterous gestures for phone manipulation that are usable and
acceptable to users”. We imagine using this new style of interaction

to trigger global or contextual actions, such as silencing a call, acti-

vating a voice assistant, or triggering a point-of-sale payment app

(Figure 1). Such in-hand dexterous gestures would be complemen-

tary to power grip motion gestures since finger-based rotational

movements likely have different motion characteristics, and impor-

tantly, since they are not limited by wrist range-of-motion, they

enable full phone rotations.

We examine four dexterous phone manipulations: shifting by

moving the phone up or down by “walking” the fingers; spinning by
pinching the phone with one finger and the thumb and spinning it

with the other fingers or using gravity; rotating by rolling the phone
inside a loose grip; and flipping by turning the phone end-over-end

by swapping fingers on the front or back of the phone. We use a

multi-step methodology to understand how well users can perform

those manipulations, what users’ perceptions and preferences are,

whether such interactions can be recognized algorithmically, and

what kind of applications can make use of them. A formative study

establishes people have some familiarity with these manipulations,

and a controlled experiment measures their performance as well as

gathers data to train a heuristic recognizer for spinning, rotating,

and flipping. Finally, a three-phase usability study examines these

three gestures after one week of practice with real-time recognition,

and looks at differences in usage context like sitting versus standing.

Our results show people can perform all types of gestures, with

good recognition for spinning, rotating, and flipping. Rotating is

fastest and most preferred, then spinning and flipping, with speed

and acceptance increasing for all gestures with practice.

To summarize, we make three contributions: (1) a formal iden-

tification of in-hand dexterous manipulation as a novel class of

physical phone interaction; (2) empirical evidence that a subset of

in-hand dexterous gestures are practical in terms of user preference

and performance; and (3) demonstrations showing in-hand dexter-

ous gestures can be recognized reliably and used for a variety of

practical applications.

2 RELATED WORK

Our work relates to the general area of single-handed phone inter-

action and motion gestures. We focus on phones, but discuss other

devices and contexts when considering previous applications of

dexterity in HCI.

2.1 Motion Gestures

Motion gestures are interactions in which users intentionally move

the device in space to issue commands. Different from touch input,

motion gestures can be performed without visual feedback, easing

demands on user attention.

Perhaps the simplest example is Hudson et al.’s whack ges-

ture [15] where the palm or heel of the hand firmly strikes the

phone. Using an elicitation study, Ruiz et al. [39] found users pro-

pose diverse motion gestures like shaking, rotating, quickly moving

a phone back and forth, or moving a phone to a specific body loca-

tion for command invocation. DoubleFlip [38] is a wrist gesture that

rotates the phone away and back to trigger actions. Motion gestures

can also use other forms of input for context, for example Hinckley

and Song [13] explored motion gestures combined with touch, like

shaking the phone while touching an icon to execute a contextual

command. Yang et al. [54] used an elicitation study to examine

methods to switch between front and back screens on dual-display

phones. Among user proposals, there were single-handed motion

gestures to turn the phone along the roll axis and a method to roll

the phone in the hand using the fingers. The latter is an example of

a dexterous manipulation which we study more generally.

Many phone input methods use forms of tilting as a kind of mo-

tion gesture, such as tilt-based gestures for navigating documents,

menus, or lists [8, 12, 29, 35] and sharing files with other devices [9].

A well-known example was originally proposed by Hinckley et al.,

where tilting a phone to the side changes the interface orientation

between portrait and landscape [12]. Even a limited set of smaller

tilt movements can be expanded into a useful input vocabulary.

For example, Baglioni et al. proposed eight quick back-and-forth

gestures discriminated by device acceleration and tilt direction [1].

These previous works do not specifically discuss tilting actions

performed only with fingers; in our observation, all demonstrate

tilting with a fixed grip using wrist movement. Rahman et al. [34]

analyzed how well people can control tilt angle along three axes of

wrist movement. They found 12 levels can be accurately controlled

along the flexion to extension direction and 16 levels along the

pronation to supination direction with a quadratic control-display

function for tilt angle. We use tilting as a relative comparison in

our work, but we ask participants to perform it only using their

fingers without significant wrist movement.

Our gestures also work on a commodity phone with IMU sensors,

but instead of whacking or waving with gross motor skills, or

making limited rotations with wrist-based movement, we explore a

distinctly different interaction space when the phone is manipulated

independently using finger dexterity. This enables a novel class of

gestures not limited by the biomechanical constraints of wrist and

arm movements as in previous work.

2.2 In-hand Manipulation

In-hand manipulations are a class of dexterous gestures when hold-

ing, moving, and manipulating an object with one hand. These are

essential interactions used in daily activities such as writing with a

pen or using chopsticks. ToolStone [36] is an input device that is

rotated, flipped, and tilted using the non-dominant hand. Based on

how the device contacts a tablet, different commands are triggered,

like tool selection, 3D model navigation, and viewport selection.

Van Laerhoven et al. [48] created a cube-shape device which can

sense its orientation and movement with built-in accelerometers.

Gestures such as shaking, twisting, and knocking were used for de-

vice control and navigation. Soap [2] is a pointing device created by

placing an optical sensor core inside an elastic fabric hull. Although
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(d) Rotating

(c) Spinning

(e) Flipping
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Figure 2: Types of dexterous finger manipulations with example variations: (a) tilting, showing a ‘tilt left’ variation, (b) shifting,
showing a ‘shift down’ variation; (c) spinning, showing a ‘spin clockwise 360

◦
’ variation; (d) rotating, showing a ‘rotate right 360

◦
’

variation; (e) flipping, showing a ‘flip away 360
◦
’ variation. Several manipulations can be described relative to the canonical

pitch, yaw, and roll axes (shown at left).

the device was used to remotely control a large display, it included

a dexterous gesture consisting in rotating the core 360
◦
in the hand,

which is similar to our rotating manipulation. To support active

reading, Yoon et al. [58] detect tablet grips and motions, including a

“lateral swing” gesture when the tablet is passed to another user via

a combination of top grips and rotation of the tablet. This gesture

has similar characteristics to our spinning manipulation.

Dexterous gestures have been explored extensively for pens, such

as tilting to select menu items [45] or reveal layers [11], rolling

to scroll web pages [44], switch modes [3], acquire buttons [43],

undo activities [11], or rotate graphical objects [3, 11]. MagPen [16]

can sense different pen-spinning and balancing gestures to trigger

actions such as choosing ink properties and undoing strokes in

a sketching application. Inspired by these dexterous techniques

with other devices, we investigate extended forms of dexterous

manipulations for use with a mobile phone.

In summary, previous work studied motion gestures with hand

or wrist movements using phones, and dexterous object manipu-

lations with pens or custom devices. Our work complements and

significantly bridges these two spaces by exploring the new space

of dexterous finger gestures for mobile phones.

3 DEXTEROUS MANIPULATIONS

Dexterous manipulations include a wide variety of actions. There

are dexterous manipulations associated with moving objects in

space, like those used in sports, magic acts, and circus performances.

For example, juggling, tossing, twirling, and manipulating cards.

An extreme application of this for phones was demonstrated in the

ThrowMe phone app [26] in which a phone is tossed into the air to

capture kinetic photos or bird’s-eye view images. Balanced spin-

ning on a single support point is another form of dexterous object

manipulation. Book, plate, or ball spinning can be seen in tricks

and circus performances. A more common example is how people

spin a pen on the side of their hand. Although unusual, balanced

single-point phone spinning can be performed with excellent skills,

as demonstrated in social media videos [59].

Compared to those somewhat acrobatic acts requiring fine mo-

tor skills, in-hand dexterous gestures combining finger movements

with support of the palm are likely easier to perform and therefore

more suitable for everyday use. Popular examples include using a

fidget spinner [52] and manipulating Chinese “Baoding balls” for

exercise and stress relief [51]. Ma and Dollar [20] studied this type

of dexterous manipulations for the purpose of encoding human

hand dexterity into robotic hands. They defined six primary in-

hand manipulative movements: regrasping, in-grasp manipulation,

finger gaiting, finger pivoting, rolling, and sliding. Regrasping is

a movement that momentarily releases the object followed by a

quick “regrasp” in a modified position or orientation. In-grasp ma-

nipulation is a movement to make small changes to the object’s

orientation without removing the fingers. Finger gaiting is when

the object is moved by replacing grasping fingers with free fingers

in a cyclic alternating fashion. Finger pivoting is a manipulation

while holding the object with two fingers and using other free fin-

gers to rotate the object about the axis formed by the two finger

points. Rolling is a movement to move the object by rotating it with

a fixed pivot point. Sliding is a manipulation to move the object

with a controlled slip. Our focus is on using these kinds of dexter-

ous in-hand manipulations as explicit input for a phone. We define

four new dexterous manipulations along with tilting, a simpler

manipulation to use as a baseline (Figure 2):

Tilting is a type of “in-grasp manipulation” that changes the

phone orientation similar to tilt-based interactions in previous

work, but using only finger movements instead of the wrist. A

typical sequence of finger motions is: grip the phone between the

thumb, ring, and middle fingers, then use index and pinky fingers

on the back or the top of the phone to tilt forward or backward;

anchoring the side of the phone with middle, ring, and pinky fingers

while moving the thumb up to tilt left; or anchoring the side of the

phone with palm and thumb, then letting other fingers slide along

the back of the phone to tilt right. Variations are defined using

direction and angle, such as tilt right 90
◦
, or tilt backward 45

◦
.

Shifting translates the position of the phone relative to the palm

along the roll axis. The motion typically uses the palm to support

the phone while finger positions change in order to shift the device

up or down in more than one step. A smaller shift can be achieved

with “regrasping”, where the phone is pushed up or pulled down

with the fingers in one movement. The up or down direction is used

to define variations.

Spinning circles the phone around the yaw axis using a “finger

pivoting” dexterous movement. It is performed by pinching the

phone with the thumb on top and index or middle finger at the
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back, then typically using the free fingers to spin the phone. For

smaller spins in certain directions, gravity alone can be relied upon

for the movement once the phone is pinched. Spinning variations

can be defined using direction (clockwise or counterclockwise),

angle (e.g., 90
◦
or quarter turn, 180

◦
or half turn, and 360

◦
or full

turn), and speed (slow or fast).

Rotating is circling the phone around the roll axis in the palm

using “rolling” and “sliding” dexterous movements. We define it as

an extended movement of the more common left and right varia-

tions of tilting manipulations. At the end of a left or right tilt, the

side of the phone slides along the bottom of the fingers and palm

until the screen is against the palm. Then the grip is adjusted in a

regrasping motion, with the action repeated if needed. Variations

include direction (right or left), angle (e.g., 180
◦
or half turn, and

360
◦
or full turn) and speed (slow or fast).

Flipping is circling the phone around the pitch axis using a form of

“finger gaiting” movement. We define it as an extended movement

of the more common forward and backward variations of tilting

manipulations. At the end of a forward or backward tilt, the thumb

and fingers are swapped from the front and the back of the phone.

This is repeated as necessary for larger movement angles. Variations

include direction (forward or away), angle (e.g., 180
◦
or half turn,

and 360
◦
or full turn) and speed (slow or fast).

3.1 Formative study

We conducted a formative study in the form of a questionnaire with

self-guided tasks to understand previous experiences and prefer-

ences for the five types of dexterous manipulations defined above.

We hypothesized that tilt is simpler and more familiar, so we treated

it as a baseline to compare with the four more elaborate dexterous

interactions. The questionnaire was divided into three parts: (1)

demographic information including phone size and hand size, (2)

previous experience with dexterous manipulations, and (3) prefer-

ences after trying each manipulation in a self-guided task
1
.

3.1.1 Participants. We recruited 30 participants (19 males, 11 fe-

males) through flyers, word-of-mouth, and social media on a vol-

unteer basis without remuneration. Most participants (28) reported

their phone experience as more than 6 years of daily use. Partici-

pants used 17 different phone models with screens from 4.7 to 6.5

inches and 25 participants used phone cases. The circumference of

the palm of the dominant hand (i.e. “glove size” [30]) ranged from

16.5 to 26.2 cm.

3.1.2 Procedure. Participants were asked to fill the questionnaire

on a device other than their phone and to have their phone ready

to try the manipulations.

In the experience part, each participant watched an animated

demonstration of each manipulation and selected the ones they had

done before, even if infrequently. For each manipulation they had

previously experienced, participants were asked about frequency

and reasons for doing them. For frequency, they were asked how

often they performed the gesture on a daily, weekly, monthly, or

less frequently than monthly basis. To explain why they performed

a gesture, participants selected one or more reasons: reach specific

1
See supplementary materials for full study questionnaire and additional correlation

analysis of phone weight, thickness, etc.

location of the phone, change phone orientation, play games, fun,

unintentional, and other.

In the tryout part, each manipulation was explained using a text

description and animated demonstration similar to the previous

part. Participants were instructed to hold their phone using a loose

grip so that they could use the fingers of their dominant hand to

manipulate the phone, with only the palm to support the device if

necessary. Participants were asked to try to perform the manipula-

tion shown in the animated demonstration, preferably over a soft

surface such as a couch, a bed, or towels in order to avoid damaging

their phone if accidentally dropped. The variations of manipula-

tions tested were tilt in four directions with 45
◦
to 90

◦
magnitude,

shift up and down, spin, rotate, and flip in two directions with

360
◦
magnitude. After each manipulation, participants were asked

to rate their preference for ease and comfort on a 7-point Likert

scale. The session required approximately 10 minutes.

3.1.3 Results. For previous experience, at least 4 participants had
previous experience with all types of manipulations. shift was the

most common manipulation (86% of participants), followed by tilt

(66%), spin (53%), rotate (43%), and flip (13%). For the easiness

rating, most participants found all manipulations easy, except flip.

tilt was considered the easiest movement with 91% of participants

agreeing more or less strongly, followed by 88% for rotate, 71%

for shift, 61% for spin and 28% for flip. For the comfort rating,

most participants found all manipulations except flip comfortable.

tilt was considered the most comfortable gesture with 85% of

participants agreeing more or less strongly, followed by 78% for

rotate, 65% for shift, 51% for spin, and 13% for flip.

3.2 Dexterous Gestures

With the manipulations defined above, dexterous gestures can be

broken down into discrete atomic actions using specific combina-

tions of manipulation variations, or continuous input of a parameter.

For example, rotating 180
◦
clockwise to decline an incoming call,

or adjusting the volume based on the tilt angle. Due to phone size

and physical hand motion constraints, tilt and shift manipulations

are bound in their extent and repetition. However, spin, rotate, and

flip manipulations can form unlimited gestures with infinite angles.

Sequences of discrete actions can also form variations of dexterous

gestures, including within manipulations (e.g., spin clockwise 90
◦

then spin counterclockwise 90
◦
), or between manipulations (e.g.,

flip 180
◦
followed by rotate 180

◦
and spin 180

◦
to return original

orientation).

We mainly focus on single discrete atomic actions to explore

the gesture space in terms of people’s previous experience with

dexterous manipulations, user preference, gesture speed, reliability

of gesture detection, and what applications are suitable for them.

4 EXPERIMENT 1: PERFORMANCE AND

PREFERENCE

The results of the formative study demonstrated most dexterous

manipulations were performed in the past by users for various

reasons, and most were considered easy and comfortable. The goal

of this experiment is to determine the speed of dexterous gestures,

how participants perform them, and their preferences. Shift, spin,

rotate, and flip manipulations were tested as dexterous gestures
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with two directions and two movement magnitudes. The study

was conducted remotely due to constraints imposed by the Covid

pandemic, so participants performed the designated gestures with

their own phone. We measured the time to complete each gesture,

collected internal sensor data, and recorded reasons for incomplete

gestures as well as subjective preferences.

4.0.1 Participants. Participants were recruited using flyers and

word-of-mouth, and received a $25 remuneration for their partic-

ipation. Participants were required to have full use of their right

hand and fingers and have access to an Android phone with built-in

IMU sensors. From the total 26 participants who completed the ex-

periment, 8 were removed after examining their data: 2 had missing

sensor data, 2 had gesture-ending detection errors, and 4 appeared

to have not followed the experiment procedure, as revealed by

almost “flat“ sensor data with no obvious movement, or almost

identical sensor patterns for some gestures. The remaining 18 par-

ticipants completed the experiment successfully, 9 females and 9

males, with average age 26.8 years (sd=4.0). Smartphone experi-

ence, phone characteristics, and hand size were recorded as in the

formative study (summarized in Table 1).

4.0.2 Apparatus. The experiment was deployed as an Android 6.0+

app APK. Data from accelerometer, magnetometer, gyroscope, light,

and proximity sensors were logged with a 50 Hz update rate. Touch

input location, size, and pressure were also logged. Each trial was

recorded to a file then uploaded to cloud storage. Participants were

asked to remove any accessories other than protective phone cases

and set the phone to “do not disturb” to avoid interruptions. The

app executed in portrait orientation with auto-rotate disabled.

4.0.3 Task. Before starting each trial, an illustration of the gesture

(similar to Figure 2) and an animated demonstration of each gesture

was shown (Figure 3a). Each trial began by tapping a start button

with the right thumb. The size and position of the button were

such that it was comfortable to reach with a normal grip. Next,

participants were asked to hold the phone still with their normal

gripping posture (Figure 3b) for one second until a beep sounds. A

simple visualization of the phone’s movement was shown to help

participants get a feel for the threshold according to which the

device was considered still. After the beep, they started performing

the gesture using only their fingers. At the end of the gesture, they

were told to hold the phone still for one second again and waited

for another beep. After a second beep, they returned to the normal

grip posture and began the next trial. Participants were allowed to

use their other hand to help return the phone to the start position

between trials.

If the participant believed they performed the gesture incom-

pletely or incorrectly, they pressed a “redo” button, provided a

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Experiment 1 task: (a) the interface before starting

a trial; (b) the phone was held in the dominant hand.

reason for the failure, and then repeated the trial again. The pos-

sible reasons were “phone dropped”, “discontinuous movement”,

“app interrupted”, “unfinished movement”, or “other”.

4.0.4 Procedure. The experiment was divided into three parts: pre-

session instruction; main session with measured trials; and post-

experiment questionnaire. Each participant attended a 10-minute

one-on-one online meeting with instructions and a question-and-

answer period. During this time, the participant installed the An-

droid app and verified it was working as expected, the flow of

the experiment was introduced, the task explained, and general

guidance for completing the study was given. Next, the participant

went through the main session of measured trials covering each

gesture at a convenient time for them. This main session lasted

approximately 45 minutes. Participants were asked to be seated

and to do the experiment on top of a soft surface (e.g. bed, couch)

or use towels in case they accidentally dropped their phone. Ad-

ditionally, they were requested not to rest their forearm or hand

on any supporting surface. After the main session was completed,

participants rated each gesture on four aspects using a numeric

rating from 1 to 7: ease, comfort, confidence, and social acceptance.

The experiment was approximately one hour in total. The full text

of the questions is provided in the supplementary material
1
.

4.0.5 Design. Our study follows a within-subjects design with

three primary independent variables: manipulation { shift, spin,

rotate, flip }; direction { add, abd }; and for all manipulation

conditions except shift, magnitude { half, full }. add is adduc-

tion and describes gestures toward the middle of the body: shift

down, spin counterclockwise, rotate right, and flip forward. abd

is abduction and describes gestures away from the body: shift up,

spin clockwise, rotate left, and flip away. This creates 14 different

Table 1: Experiment 1 demographics (18 participants in total).

Smartphone experience (years) Daily phone usage (hours) Phone size (inches) Hand size (mm)

3-5 1 Less than 1 1 4-5 1 139-165 2

6-10 13 1-2 4 5-6 11 165-190 5

More then 10 4 2-4 6 More than 6 6 190-215 4

4-8 6 215-241 5

More than 8 1 241-266 2
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dexterous gesture conditions, one for each combination of manipu-

lation, direction, and magnitude. Each participant completed

15 trials, including two practice ones, for each gesture condition as

one sequence, with the order of all gesture conditions randomized.

In summary: we recorded 182 completed trials per participant, 3276

trials in total.

There are five dependent measures: Time is the time from the

start (the first beep) until the end (one second before the second

beep) of the gesture. Ease, Comfort, Confidence, and Acceptance
are numeric ratings for ease-of-use, comfort, confidence of not

dropping the phone, and willingness to do the gesture in public.

4.0.6 Analysis. We used the 1.5 · IQR (interquartile range) rule to

detect trial outliers for each combination of participants, manipu-

lation, direction, and magnitude according to trial time. In total,

216 trials (6.6%) were removed. Due to the unbalanced design for

shift without magnitude, to analyze the effect of manipulation,

a manipulation × direction ANOVA with Bonferroni-corrected

pairwise comparisons was used. To understand the effect of mag-

nitude, we removed the trials of shift and used a manipulation

× direction × magnitude ANOVA with Bonferroni-corrected

pairwise comparisons. Residuals for Time were not normally dis-

tributed, so Tukey’s Ladder of Powers transformation [46] was used

for statistical analysis. We visually inspected the Q-Q plot to con-

firm normality. Aligned Rank Transform [53] was used for numeric

ratings as the distribution was not normal. Figure 4 summarizes

main results for dexterous gesture conditions with a summary by

manipulation. Spearman correlation tests were used for the phone

form factor and hand size analysis. We focused on phone size for

simplicity since it normally correlates with other factors such as

weight, height, width, and thickness. The full table for all phone fac-

tor correlation results can be found in the supplementarymaterials
1
,

and analysis scripts can be obtained on a public repository
2
.

4.1 Results

To streamline the presentation of results, details of statistical tests

and significant differences are provided as tables in the Appendix.

References are in the form “A.1: Table 1a” where A.1 refers to

subsection 1 of the Appendix.

4.1.1 Time. We found rotate is the fastest gesture and about 0.4s,

0.7s, and 0.9s faster than shift, flip and spin (Figure 4a; see A.1:

Table 3a(i) for statistical tests showing manipulation main effect).

The mean time for abd, and add are 2.98s and 3.08s respectively

(but no significant main effect of direction). For shift, movement

in the add direction is faster than abd; and for flip, movement

in the abd direction is faster (see A.1: Table 4a for statistical tests

showing manipulation and direction interaction). Overall, half

gestures are 0.96s faster than full (see A.1: Table 3b(i) for statistical

tests showing magnitude main effect). For full gestures, rotate

is the fastest manipulation in both directions (see A.1: Table 4b for

specific pairwise differences showing manipulation, direction,

and magnitude interaction). In addition, participants with larger

hands can perform dexterous gestures slightly quicker (Spearman

correlation showed a negative weak relationship between gesture

time and hand size (r(3058) = -0.16, 𝑝 < .001)).

2
https://github.com/exii-uw/phone-dexterity

4.1.2 Ease. We found rotate was considered the easiest gesture

and flip the least easy; half gestures were, as expected, rated

easier than full gestures (Figure 4b; see A.1: Table 3a(ii) and b(ii)

for statistical tests showing manipulation and magnitude main

effect, but no interaction effect). The ease rating is lower when

performing the gestures with a larger phone (Spearman correlation

showed a negative weak relationship between ease and phone size

(r(250) = -0.19, 𝑝 < .01) and also between ease and hand size (r(250)

= -0.18, 𝑝 < .01)).

4.1.3 Comfort. Participants considered rotate the most comfort-

able gesture and flip the least; and half gestures were considered

more comfortable than full (Figure 4c; see A.1: Table 3a(iii) and

b(iii) for statistical tests showing manipulation and magnitude

main effect, but no interaction effect). The comfort rating is lower

when performing the gestures with a larger phone (Spearman cor-

relation showed a negative weak relationship between comfort and

phone size (r(250) = -0.15, 𝑝 < .05) and also between comfort and

hand size (r(250) = -0.17, 𝑝 < .01)).

4.1.4 Confidence. We found participants are most confident about

not dropping their phone for rotate and shift, and least confi-

dent with flip, but all ratings were neutral or above (Figure 4d).

Participants also have higher confidence in half gestures than

full (see A.1: Table 3a(iv) and b(iv) for statistical tests showing

manipulation and magnitude main effect, but no interaction ef-

fect). Participants with smaller phones tend to be more confident

performing the gestures (Spearman correlation showed a negative

weak relationship between confidence and phone size (r(250) =

-0.27, 𝑝 < .001) and moderate relationship between confidence and

hand size (r(250) = -0.44, 𝑝 < .001)).

4.1.5 Social Acceptance. We found shift and rotate are the ges-

tures that participants are most willing to perform in front of people

or in public areas (Figure 4e). They also perceive half gestures are

more socially acceptable than full gestures (see A.1: Table 3a(v)

and b(v) for statistical tests showing manipulation and magni-

tude main effect, but no interaction effect). Using dexterous ges-

tures in public was deemed more acceptable with a smaller phone

(Spearman correlation showed a negative weak relationship be-

tween acceptance and phone size (r(250) = -0.16, 𝑝 < .01) and also

between acceptance and hand size (r(250) = -0.17, 𝑝 < .01)).

4.2 Summary

Overall, rotating is the fastest manipulation with the highest rating

for ease and comfort. Shifting is rated as more socially acceptable,

which may be due to it also being the most familiar manipulation.

However, compared to rotating, the ease and comfort score is lower,

likely because of the loosened grip and the relative difficulty of the

gesture. This result is similar to Eardley et al.’s findings [6], where

loosening and shifting grips were associated with lower comfort

and secure scores. Spinning is considered slower, especially with

full magnitude. This is likely because the gesture includes a short

shifting movement between each half spin. Flip gestures are the

least preferred for ease, comfort, and confidence. However, a half

flip away (abduction) gesture can be performed in 2.16s, which is

comparable to the fastest gesture times. The movement of this ges-

ture is similar to pen-spinning techniques, which may be the reason

6
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Figure 4: Comparison of gestures defined by manipulation, direction, magnitude, as well as overall by manipulation: (a)

Time; (b) Ease rating; (c) Comfort rating; (d) Confidence rating; (e) Social Acceptance rating. Note: rating scales inverted to

enable comparison with time, left-most points in each sub-graph are better. (error bars are 95% confidence intervals)

for its speed. In summary, rotate is perhaps the most promising

manipulation, especially rotate gestures with half magnitude.

Due to our experiment protocol, our results for the gesture time

may not exactly be representative of real use. In order to record

clean and complete sensor data while the gesture was performed,

participants were asked to hold the phone still at the start and end

and wait for a beep sound. This filtered out extraneous movements

such as lifting the thumb after pressing the start button, but likely

added some reaction time. Additionally, gesture times recorded in

controlled conditions might be different from in-the-wild gestures

detected using motion thresholds. Furthermore, since dexterity

skills are typically learned and honed through time, experiments

over longer periods of time would be needed to examine possible

learning effects and determine how fast users can ultimately execute

such dexterous manipulations.

To obtain a better understanding of confidence and ability, we

examined the “redo reasons” when participants did not complete

trials. From all the possible reasons, phone dropped was the most

critical issue since the consequence was possible phone damage.

Within the whole experiment (3,276 completed trials), 24 redos

were due to phone drops, including 13 times during flipping, 6

times during shifting, 4 times during spinning, and once during

rotating. Notably, 15 cases of such phone drops occurred in the first

7 trials. This is somewhat consistent with the lowest confidence

score given to flip manipulations. Combining phone dropped and

discontinuous movement as reasons for redoing a trial, 31 such

“redos” happened during flipping, followed by rotating (27), spin-

ning (25), and shifting (21). It is possible that unwanted contacts

between screen and fingers or the palm may cause standard system

gestures to be triggered, causing the experiment app to be inter-

rupted. Another possibility is pressing the power button during a

gesture. However, we found these were not too frequent. Only 12

such interruptions during flip, 8 during rotate, 9 during spin, and 4

during shift were recorded.

5 PROTOTYPE SYSTEM

We create an Android prototype with a rule-based recognizer based

on sensor patterns in order to demonstrate the potential of dex-

terous gestures. Examining the IMU sensor data, we can identify

patterns for different gestures such as the z value of the accelerom-

eter dropping from near 1 to almost -1 when rotating or flipping

180
◦
, and the x, y, or z value from the gyroscope sensor mainly

affected by the axis corresponding to flipping, rotating, or spinning

gestures. Based on a visual comparison with IMU patterns in the H-

MOG dataset of phone use while reading or texting [42], the sensor

pattern of shift gestures are likely very hard to distinguish from

normal movements. We made several attempts to recognize shift

gestures using deep learning methods, including LSTM and CNN

models, but those interactions could not be reliably discriminated.

7
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Consequently, we focus on flipping, rotating, and spinning for the

recognizer and applications below.

5.1 Recognizer

We build a recognizer based on accumulated differences of quater-

nions (which are commonly used to represent rotations) to classify

spinning, rotating, and flipping with two directions and magnitudes.

Differences of quaternions simplify the raw IMU sensor data so

that rotation angles can be better distinguished. We sum the quater-

nion differences between each consecutive frame of each rotation

sensor axis to compute the angle difference, and check the value of

the corresponding Euler axis for different gestures (x for flip, y for

rotate, and z for spin). For example, for a quaternion representing a

rotation \ around the z-axis during a spin gesture, the quaternion

difference on the z-axis would be sin
\
2
. With a high sampling frame

rate, the accumulated quaternion difference on the z-axis for a half

spin gesture would approach
𝜋
2
.

lim

𝜋 𝜋
𝑘 sin = (1)

𝑘→∞ 2𝑘 2

To reduce false positives, we only recognize a gesture when three

conditions are satisfied for accelerometer data: (1) at least one axis

has a zero crossing, (2) at least two axes cross each other, and (3) at

least one axis has a difference greater than 3
2𝑚/𝑠 .

A sliding time window segments real-time data for recognition.

The average time for full gestures in the experiment data is 3.52s

(sd = 1.74) and 2.56s (sd = 2.13) for half gestures. We therefore

use a 4s window for full and 2.5s window for half gestures. The

sensor update rate is 50 Hz, and the system checks for a gesture

every 0.2s. For each check, we calculate the accumulated quaternion

difference and see if a full gesture was performed within the 4s

window, or a half gesture within the 2.5s window. Since a full

gesture includes a half gesture, we introduce an additional 0.2s

delay after recognizing a half gesture to test if it actually ended, or

if the phone is still rotating to perform a full gesture. This means

the maximum delay for recognizing a gesture action is 0.4s.

5.1.1 Threshold Selection. We analyzed the data collected from

the experiment to determine thresholds to detect each dexterous

gesture. There are 2615 trials after removing shift gestures and 193

outliers (6.9%) using the same 1.5 · IQR method as the experiment.

To further improve consistency, we also applied the same 1.5 · IQR
to identify outliers for each magnitude according to accumulated

quaternion differences, which removed another 348 trials (12.4%).

With this dataset, we found the average accumulated quaternion

difference in the corresponding Euler axis for half gestures across

participants is 1.4 (sd=0.2), and 2.68 (sd=0.44) for full gestures.

They are approximately equivalent to 160
◦
(sd = 22

◦
) and 308

◦

(sd = 50
◦
) Euler angles. This indicates that participants tend to

rotate less than expected, so a lower angle detection threshold is

needed to conform to actual user behaviour.

To fine-tune those thresholds, we tested our recognizer on a

6-person (10%) subset of the Extrasensory [47] dataset of in-the-

wild phone usage (210 hours). Like DoubleFlip [38], we used the

rate of false positives per 8 hours as our metric. Figure 5a shows

ROC curves plotting average accuracy using our dataset and maxi-

mum false positive rates across all 12 gestures. The five curves plot

different threshold combinations. To minimize false positives and

maximize accuracy, we choose thresholds with accuracy higher

than 75%, and false positive less than 3. The selected thresholds are

1.3 for half and 2.02 for full gestures, which are approximately

equivalent to 149
◦
and 231

◦
Euler angles.

5.1.2 False Positive Test with Datasets. We tested our recognizer on

two datasets: H-MOG [42] (341 hrs of more stable phone usage) and

Extrasensory [47] data not used for threshold selection (54 people,

1514 hrs of in-the-wild usage with more diverse movements).

Figure 5b shows the rate of false positives of each gesture per

8 hours. With H-MOG, adduction spinning has a higher rate (1.24

full, 0.91 half), likely due to similarity with landscape and portrait

changes. All other gesture rates are less than 0.28. With Extrasen-

sory, half-rotations have higher rates (1.89 abduction, 1.91 adduc-

tion). We believe this is likely due to movements when setting down

or picking up the phone. The rates for the other two half gestures

are low: spin (0.91 abduction, 0.75 adduction) and flip (1.01 ab-

duction, 0.45 adduction); and all full gestures are below 0.59. For

comparison, the single DoubleFlip gesture has a rate of one false

positive per 8 hours [38].

5.1.3 True Positive Test with Users. To evaluate recognition accu-

racy in real-time, we recruited 12 participants: 6 females and 6

males, average age of 25.8 years (SD = 2.8). Five also participated in

our previous experiment conducted more than 11 months before.

The apparatus, task, and procedure are similar to Experiment 1, but

with the addition of the gesture recognizer and 12 dexterous gesture

conditions (i.e. without shifting). Participants completed 2 practice

trials and 5 measurement trials for each gesture condition as one

sequence, 60 measurement trials per participant The dependent

measure is the recognizer accuracy.

Overall, our recognizer shows high accuracy: rotate (97.9%),

flip (91.7%), and spin (85%) (Figure 5c). For specific dexterous

gestures, both rotate-abd, rotate-add-half, and flip-add-full

were recognized perfectly. spin-half had the lowest accuracy (71.7%

for abd and 76.7% for add), likely due to participants sometimes

stopping a spin gesture early when the accumulated quaternion

difference had not reached the required threshold. This can happen

after the phone contacts the palm.

5.1.4 Limitations and Improvements. Our recognizer based on quater-
nion differences cannot distinguish gestures that are performed

only with fingers from similar phone movements using the wrist.

However, due to anatomical constraints, it is not possible to perform

full gestures or half spins using only the wrist. For half gestures,

additional sensor data could distinguish those actions. For example,

wrist manipulations with power grip tend to not touch the screen

while finger-based dexterous gestures do. The threshold selection

plays a critical role in our recognizer, especially for reducing the

false positives. Selecting thresholds for individual manipulations

could address those with higher false positives, such as choosing a

higher half threshold for rotate gestures.
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Figure 5: Recognizer validations: (a) ROC curves of average accuracy and maximum false positive rate among all gestures: for

25 different full and half thresholds, each curve shows different half thresholds (1.4, 1.3, 1.2, 1.1, and 1.0) when used with

the same full threshold; (b) false positive analysis of Extrasensory and H-MOG dataset; (c) accuracy of gestures as defined by

combination of manipulation, direction, magnitude, as well as overall by manipulation (error bars are 95% confidence).

5.2 Applications

We consider potential applications making use of dexterous ges-

tures, for which there are general design principles and constraints
3
:

• Gestures ending with the screen away from the user are only

useful for tasks that require no immediate visual feedback with

only little touch input. Such gestures would be suitable for voice

input and output.

• Gestures inverting the phone so the microphone is up and close

to the mouth are useful for voice commands [55].

• Less preferred and more cumbersome gestures are more suitable

for infrequent commands, or commands that incur a high penalty

if triggered accidentally (e.g. power off, system diagnose).

• Gestures should preferably be activated from the lock screen to

minimize accidental touches.

Dexterous gestures can be used as global commands (e.g., open-

ing a camera app while the phone is locked, invoking assistance

tools, or checking time and weather) or interaction with appli-

cations (e.g., declining an incoming call, dismissing an alarm, or

issuing commands to a music player). We implement applications

in the following categories (please also see the accompanying video

for demonstrations):

Functions Without Visual Input or Feedback — Dexterous gestures

can be performed without looking at the screen or visual feedback.

This can be useful when the phone screen is not immediately visible,

such as when it is in a bag. An example scenario is declining a phone

call by reaching into the bag and rotating the phone (Figure 1a).

The risks of dropping and damaging the phone are significantly

reduced when the device is in a bag, which may lower the barrier

for using dexterous manipulations in such situations. Gestures

can also benefit users with visual impairments. For blind people,

dexterous gestures expand the input options they have to quickly

and conveniently trigger phone actions [49].

3
Content in “5.2 Applications” also appears in our UIST 2022 demonstration [56].

Application Shortcuts — Opening particular apps and looping

between opened apps with pre-defined gestures enable simple and

direct commands with or without visual feedback. For example,

rotating left full to open a calendar, and spinning clockwise half

to open a mobile payment application (Figure 1c). Spinning can

be used to loop through or swap opened apps. Spinning clockwise

or counterclockwise full could switch to the next or previous app.

Although the flip gesture might be more difficult to perform, it can

be used to open infrequent but critical apps, such as flipping away

full to open system settings and flipping forward full to power off.

Camera — The rear or front camera can be opened by rotating

left or right full directly without unlocking the device. Rotating

left half would open the rear camera with auto capturing, or users

could tap the screen to take a photo as back-of-device interaction.

Voice Notes and Intelligent Assistant Queries — ProxiTalk [55]

showed that bringing the phone to the mouth is a promisingmethod

to activate speech input. A half flip of the phone can bring the

microphone up to record audio. The flip away gesture can be used

for dictating voice notes (Figure 1b), and flip toward gesture could

open the search function. The phone can be rotated right half to

hear time and weather information.

Alarm Functions — Using fine motor skills to perform dexterous

gestures requires concentration, which can reduce the likelihood of

unintentional operations [19]. For example, rotating right full can

dismiss an alarm, or rotating left half and full can snooze the alarm

5 and 15 minutes respectively, instead of using swipe gestures.

Music player — Dexterous gestures can also be mapped to func-

tions inside an application like a music player. A full rotate could

change the song and a half rotate could skip forward or backward.

A half spin can control the volume while a full spin can mute or

un-mute the phone directly. Because rotating gestures can be per-

formed in a narrow space, changing songs with rotating gestures

in the pocket may be useful while running or training.
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6 EXPERIMENT 2: PRACTICE AND CONTEXT

We conducted a one-week experiment to further examine the perfor-

mance, preference, and usability of dexterous gestures after users

gain more familiarity and practice. Because a half gesture is in-

cluded in a full gesture, we focus on three “full” manipulations

for spin, rotate, and flip, each in two directions. To examine usage

context, sitting and standing conditions were tested. Participants

used their own phone throughout the study.

6.0.1 Participants. Participants were recruited using our institu-

tion’s student mailing list and word-of-mouth, each received $50

for completing the study. With the same phone requirements as

Experiment 1, we recruited 12 participants, ages 23 to 31 (M=26.83,

SD=2.79), of which 8 were male, and 4 were female. Note that 4 of

these participants also completed Experiment 1 more than one year

before. Smartphone experience, phone characteristics, and hand

size are summarized in Table 2.

6.0.2 Dexterity Training App. We created a dexterity training app

that detects each gesture, counts the repetitions, and displays scores

for smoothness and speed in a graphical style reminiscent of med-

itation apps
4
. Users can track their progress in terms of gesture

speed and smoothness over multiple days. The scores are calcu-

lated according to the deviation of quaternion differences between

frames and gesture time, and the app displays simple graphical

rewards when thresholds of these scores are exceeded. The idea is

that the app encourages users to manipulate the phone smoothly

and quickly, and also trains the dexterity of fingers (similar to Chi-

nese “Baoding balls” [51]). Source code is available on the project’s

public repository
2
.

6.0.3 Procedure. The experiment was conducted in three phases:

pre-practice, practice, and post-practice.

The pre-practice phase was conducted in-person. An experiment

app was installed on the participant’s phone similar to the one used

in the true positives experiment (Section 5.1.3). After receiving

instructions about the 6 dexterous gestures and experiment task,

participants completed measured trials while sitting. At the end of

the session, they provided subjective ratings and then installed a

second app for dexterity training.

For the practice phase, the participant used the training app at

home for at least 10 minutes every day for 7 days.

The post-practice phase was conducted after practice. Five par-

ticipants completed it in-person 1 day after completing practice,

and the rest completed it remotely using a live video call 7 to 9

days after practice. There were two post-practice sections: first,

participants completed the same measured trials as those in pre-

practice while sitting and also when standing. Then, they answered

additional questions about their preferences in multiple scenarios,

4
The training app is demonstrated in the accompanying video.

and their feedback about demonstrations and possible applications

was recorded
1
.

6.0.4 Design. We used a within subjects design with three pri-

mary independent variables: session with 2 levels (before, after

practice); manipulation with 3 levels (spin, rotate, flip); and di-

rection with 2 levels (add, abd). There was another independent

variable for the after practice condition: scenario with 2 levels

(sit, stand). We tested stand in the after practice condition to

understand the performance and preference of gestures in a more

difficult scenario. As such, there are a total of 18 gesture conditions:

(12 session × manipulation × direction + 6 manipulation ×
direction for after & stand). There were 7 trials per gesture

condition, including two practice ones. The order for session was

fixed, the order for scenario was counter-balanced using a Latin

square, and the order for manipulation × direction was random-

ized. In summary we recorded 90 completed trials per participants,

i.e. 1080 trials in total.

The primary measures obtained or computed from logs are Accu-
racy, Time, and Smoothness. Accuracy is the gesture accuracy of our

proposed recognizer. Time is the gesture time from the start of the

trial until the gesture is recognized. Smoothness is calculated from

the quaternion difference in continuous frames while the gesture

is executed. We define high smoothness using two criteria: (1) the

quaternion difference values of the corresponding Euler axis for

different gestures should be roughly constant, and (2) the quater-

nion difference values of the other two axes should be close to 0.

Specifically, a gesture generates a series of accumulated quaternion

difference values [𝑄𝐷1 ...𝑄𝐷𝑛]. Each 𝑄𝐷𝑖 has components repre-

senting the three Euler axes:𝑋𝑖 ,𝑌𝑖 , and𝑍𝑖 . We calculate 𝑆𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠

as the sum of two terms: (1) the sum of absolute differences be-

tween each primary axis component with the median primary axis

component, and (2) the sum of the components for the other two

axes. For example, 𝑌 is the primary axis for the rotate gesture, so

Smoothness is calculated as:∑︁𝑛 ∑︁𝑛
|𝑌𝑖 −𝑀𝑑𝑛(𝑌 ) | |𝑋𝑖 | + |𝑍𝑖 |

𝑖=1 𝑖=1
𝑆𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 = + (2)

𝑛 2 × 𝑛

There are four subjective measurements for each dexterous ges-

tures which are the same as in the previous experiment.

6.0.5 Analysis. To analyze the effect of session, we remove the

trials of stand and use a session × manipulation × direction

ANOVA with Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons. To un-

derstand the effect of scenario, we remove the trials of before

practice and use a scenario×manipulation× directionANOVA

with Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons. Greenhouse-Geisser

correction is used when there is a sphericity violation. We use gen-

eralized linear mixed models for Accuracy analysis because the

distribution is close to a Poisson distribution. Residuals for Time

Table 2: Experiment 2 demographics (12 participants in total).

Smartphone experience (years) Daily phone usage (hours) Phone size (inches) Hand size (mm)

6-10 5 1-2 3 5-6 3 165-190 2

More then 10 7 2-4 4 More than 6 9 190-215 2

4-8 5 215-241 5

241-266 3
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inverted to enable comparison with time, left-most points in each sub-graph are better. (error bars are 95% confidence intervals)

and Smoothness are not normally distributed, so Tukey’s Ladder of

Powers transformation [46] is used. Aligned Rank Transform [7, 53]

is used for numeric ratings due to a non-normal distribution. Fig-

ure 6 summarizes the main results for dexterous gesture conditions

with a breakdown by manipulation type.

6.1 Results for Before and After Practice

We only report the main effect of session, or interactions involving

session. For Accuracy and Smoothness, there was no effect.

Time — Participants can perform dexterous gestures 0.3s faster

after practice (Figure 6b; see A.2: Table 5a(i) for statistical tests

showing session main effect).

Ease, Comfort, Confidence, and Social Acceptance — Participants

rated all four subjective scores higher after practice than before

(Figure 6d, e, f, g; see A.2: Table 5a(ii, iii, iv, v) for statistical tests

showing sessionmain effect). flip is rated easier, more comfortable,

and more socially acceptable after practice (see A.2: Table 5b(i,

ii, iii, iv) for statistical tests showing session and manipulation

interaction).

6.2 Results for Sitting versus Standing

There were no main effects or interactions involving scenario, so

we only report main effects for manipulation and direction.

Accuracy — There was no effect of scenario, manipulation,

and direction. Overall, our recognizer has high accuracy: 94% for

both sit and stand (Figure 6a).

Time — rotate is 1.2s and 1.0s faster than spin and flip (Fig-

ure 6b; see A.3: Table 6a(i) and b(i) for statistical tests showing

manipulation and direction main effect).

Smoothness — rotate is better than spin and flip (Figure 6c; see

A.3: Table 6a(ii) for statistical tests showing manipulation main

effect).

Ease, Comfort, Confidence, and Social Acceptance — We found

rotate was rated highest in all four subjective ratings, and flip

received the lowest ratings for confidence and acceptance (Figure

6d, e, f, g; see A.3: Table 6a(iii, iv, v, vi) for statistical tests showing

manipulation main effect).
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Figure 7: Comparison of scenarios: (a) Comfort rating; (b) Willingness rating. (error bars are 95% confidence intervals)

6.3 Questionnaire Results

To better understand comfort and willingness to perform dexterous

gestures in multiple scenarios, two additional subjective measures

are included in the questionnaire at the end of the post-practice

session. The scenarios are split into sitting, standing, and walking

in various environments. Figure 7 summarizes the main results for

performing dexterous gestures in different contexts. Most partici-

pants found rotate comfortable and were willing to perform it in

all situations, even while walking on hard floor (comfort: 6, will-

ingness: 5.3). Participants expressed they were more comfortable

performing dexterous gestures while sitting on, standing by, or

walking on soft surfaces such as soft furniture (e.g. couch, bed) or

floor (e.g. grass). Following the lower comfort ratings, participants

were less willing to flip the phone especially on a hard surface or

while walking. However, some participants were more willing to

do half-flips, e.g. “I like the half flip, not the full one. I can do it quite
comfortably.” [P10]

To gain more insights about how participants would be willing

to perform dexterous gestures practically in their daily lives, they

watched the video of demonstrations (section 5.2) and provided

feedback as well as proposed other applications. Most participants

found the demonstrations practical and expressed they would like

to use them, especially for snoozing and dismissing alarm, or open-

ing the payment application: “I would definitely use the half spinning
to open the payment app. It’s easy and I don’t need to open the NFC
manually.” [P4]; “Snoozing an alarm for a certain period based on
a gesture is really nice.” [P5]; and “I like the half flip to take notes
because the flipping gesture is more controllable than the voice in-
put.” [P7]. On the other hand, participants also reported that they

would not use dexterous gestures compared to current phone ges-

tures, such as pressing buttons, or shaking phone: “I can shake my
phone to open the flashlight in Motorola Moto G5+, so I prefer that
than rotating.” [P7]; and “If I were already using the phone (i.e. phone
is awake), swiping or tapping are easier than dexterous gestures.” [P2]

Participants made some interesting suggestions for potential

applications making use of dexterous gestures, such as making

an emergency call, integrating gestures in games to increase in-

teractivity, or helping hand rehabilitation: “The gestures would be
useful in the situations that making a movement without letting other
people know, like calling the police with a simple rotate, or start-
ing phone recording directly.” [P9]; “The gestures can be applied into
games to increase the fun elements, such as flipping the phone to fire
weapons.” [P3]; and “...using such gestures with the training app to
rehabilitate people who are suffering partial disabilities in their hands
due to a stroke or injury because the smoothness and speed scores are
good indicators of improvement!” [P5]

6.4 Summary

Overall, the results for the pre-practice session align with experi-

ment 1 and the true positive test with users in section 5.1.3: all full

gestures can be recognized accurately at a rate above 88%; rotat-

ing is the fastest manipulation with the highest subjective ratings;

spinning is slower; and flipping is rated lowest. After one week

of practice, the speed and subjective ratings of dexterous gestures

improved, especially the comfort and confidence ratings. Some

participants found better ways to perform gestures during prac-

tice: “For spinning gestures, I found the sweet spot to pinch the phone,
and used gravity and momentum to spin the phone quickly” [P10].
Most participants became more confident about not dropping their

phone: “I become more comfortable and confident to do the gestures,
even while talking to other people” [P3].

We found some evidence of a trade-off between gesture speed

and smoothness. Spearman correlation showed a negative mod-

erate relationship in spinning (r(358) = -0.58, 𝑝 < .001), rotating

(r(358) = -0.47, 𝑝 < .001), and flipping (r(358) = -0.52, 𝑝 < .001).

To increase smoothness, participants seem to slow down for more

control, e.g. “I found that doing the gesture slowly can increase the
score for spinning” [P11].
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There was no quantitative differences between sitting and stand-

ing. Some participants did comment about feeling less confident,

“... while standing I noticed that I was more careful trying not to drop
my phone” [P5], but others felt more comfortable because of the

increased range of motion, “I prefer standing because the arm can
fall down naturally, I have to lift up my arm to hold the phone while
sitting” [P7].

7 DISCUSSION

We discuss and summarize design recommendations based on over-

all results.

7.0.1 Manipulation. The formative study and the experiments

show that the rotating manipulation is perceived as the easiest

and most comfortable with higher social acceptance, which sug-

gests it can be used to trigger regular phone actions. The rotation

half gesture recognition has higher false positives, likely because

it is accidentally triggered when putting down or picking up the

phone. This makes it less suitable for global commands, but we

believe it can still be used for contextual functions such as declining

an incoming call, dismissing an alarm, or triggering functions in an

active application. Spinning the phone may require more time and

finger movement, but this is a familiar gesture that was rated as

easy. Spinning gestures are well suited for functions which need vi-

sual feedback since the screen remains visible during the movement.

As exemplified by Yoon et al.’s lateral swing gesture [58], spinning

manipulations can be used in collaborative situations like sharing

content with coworkers. Since this motion involves several people,

it could be used to protect privacy, such as locking the phone with

a spin. Flipping gestures should be used less frequently since they

had lower ratings and were associated with higher chances of drop-

ping the phone. However, half flip gestures, especially away from

the body (abduction), are relatively fast and rated high enough to

warrant use for less frequent functions.

7.0.2 Magnitude. Rotating and flipping halfway endwith the phone
screen facing away. This means these gestuers should be used to

trigger functions that do not require visual feedback or touch input,

such as using speech and audio for note dictation, and dismissing a

call. Recent commercial developments suggest phones with screens

on both sides could becomemore common [22, 23, 40]. The practical

benefits of half gestures are more evident for dual screen phones as

a way to switch between screens [54]. These explicit motions would

be distinguishable from simple static detection of phone orientation

to trigger specific actions. For example, users could switch between

main and secondary screens to view multiple applications using

half-rotation gestures, or display private content using half flips.

Full gestures can be improved after practice. With increased

speed and comfort, performing full gestures to activate the camera,

turn on the flashlight, or start a recording can be useful with cur-

rent phones. One advantage of gestures relying on finger dexterity

rather than full wrist or arm motions is that they can be repeated

indefinitely. Due to hand anatomy limitations, only half gestures

can be performed with the fingers in a power grip. With a loose

grip and dexterous finger manipulations, multiple phone rotations

are possible. Although the speed of such gestures would be slower,

they can be used to control a continuous parameter such as in-

creasing the duration of the alarm snooze by rotating the phone

multiple times. Individual dexterous gestures can also be combined

for security purposes, like unlocking the device after 2 full-right

rotations, 1 full-left rotation and 3 full-flip-away gestures.

7.0.3 Accidental Input. Accidental input when performing dexter-

ous gestures, such as touching the screen with the palm or pressing

the power button while moving fingers, may be a concern. This

only happened a few times in our experiment (1%), but it still is

something to be addressed for reliability. Methods such as recogniz-

ing palm touch events [17], detecting unintentional touch events

similar to palm rejection for pen input [41] or grip recognition [18]

can be applied to reject accidental inputs. Restricting dexterous

gestures to the lock screen would also largely mitigate this issue.

7.0.4 Single-hand vs Two-hand Gesturing. Our interaction space

is defined by in-hand manipulations, so we only examined single-

handed gestures. Single-hand phone usage is important for phone

interaction techniques since the other hand may be encumbered

[28] and people use their phone more often with one hand than

two [14]. However, single-hand dexterous gestures can also be

performed with some assistance of the other hand. For example,

flipping the phone with fingers on both sides to make sure the

weight of the device is equally distributed and grip stability is

increased. Users may wish to first safely practise their dexterous

gesturing skills using two hands before perfecting them with one

hand. These aspects, as well as learning effects, can be explored in

future work.

7.0.5 Risks. Although our results showed that people could per-

form dexterous gestures when holding the phone in a loose grip,

there were a few cases of phone drops, especially with the flip-

ping gesture. But with some practice, those risks diminish as users

gain more confidence. When running the studies, we asked partici-

pants to perform gestures above a soft surface. This may have lead

to higher subjective scores compared to other “riskier” situations

where the gestures are performed while standing or walking on

a hard floor, which is shown in the results of the questionnaire.

However, phone protection accessories such as rubber cases and

screen protectors, may help reduce user apprehension by allevi-

ating the risk of phone damage from accidental drops. A more

thorough examination of these situations is required to obtain a

better understanding of benefits versus risks.

7.0.6 Fatigue. Large motion gestures may cause “gorilla arm” [4,

10], but this kind of fatigue is unlikely with dexterous gestures since

the arm can remain at a comfortable position. However, dexterous

movements require a high amount of finger movement, which

likely introduces muscle fatigue in the hand. In our experiments,

participants could take breaks between blocks or pause practising

when they felt finger or hand soreness. We found they usually

required a break after multiple blocks, but generally felt comfortable

performing single manipulations, especially after a full week of

practice. This suggests that applications requiring many dexterous

gestures during a concentrated time should be avoided. For this

reason, most of our applications demonstrate dexterous gestures for

less frequent, single manipulations. Future work could specifically

investigate fatigue in dexterous gestures, perhaps over a longer
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period or in a controlled way where the number of gestures per

time span is controlled.

7.0.7 Practical Usage Verification. Although we collected ideas

for how dexterous gestures could be used in experiment 2, our

participant feedback was based on our demonstration videos and

their imagination. Future work should explore and validate how

practical these potential applications are.

7.0.8 Comparisons with Conventional Gestures. Wedid not conduct

experiments to compare dexterous gestures with standard phone

interaction techniques for two reasons. First, dexterous gestures are

complementary to other forms of phone input like touch, squeezing,

and motion gestures: our ultimate goal is to increase expressiveness

with phones, not to replace current methods. Second, the goal

of this work is to gain an understanding of dexterous gestures,

how usable and socially acceptable they are, whether they can be

reliably recognized, what kind of applications could exploit them.

We recognize that dexterous gestures appear novel to most users,

and by definition, they require an element of skill to perform. For

example, it is likely that simple gestures, such as swiping, tapping,

and even squeezing, would be rated as faster and easier to perform.

Below, we offer some high-level comparisons with other phone

input techniques with respect to speed and diversity of gesture set,

memorability and semantic mapping, and eyes-free interaction.

Dexterous gestures can be used as direct commands with com-

parable speed to methods combining a delimiter and subsequent

commands [27]. All 12 dexterous gestures can be reliably detected

with very high true positive rates and low false positive rates. These

rates could likely be further improved by optimizing our recognizer.

Addtionally, the top-speed of half-gestures is about 2 seconds and

3 seconds for full-gestures after practice. Consider how Double-

Flip [38] and Active Edge [33] are single gestures used to delimit a

subsequent action to specify the actual command. With a greater

diversity in our dexterous gesture set, we can directly trigger mul-

tiple different commands. In terms of speed, dexterous gestures are

comparable to using the DoubleFlip motion gesture to delimit a

command mode with a flick motion (average 3.22 s) [27].

The action of some dexterous gestures can have matching seman-

tic associations to improve their memorability [24]. For instance,

the spinning gesture performs a lateral rotation which suggests giv-

ing or sharing, and therefore could be associated with payment or

file sending actions. Flip brings the microphone up and close to the

mouth, which creates a possible association with voice commands.

Using longer full-gestures makes sense for prolonged actions, such

as snoozing an alarm for a longer time.

Dexterous gestures also lend themselves to eyes-free interaction.

Negulescu et al. [27] found that motion gestures can decrease the

time looking at the smartphone during walking, and since dexterous

gestures require even less motion, that finding likely applies as well.

A very promising application of eyes-free dexterous gesturing is for

people with visual impairments [50]. In an elicitation study, Dim

and Ren [5] found that motion gestures are more efficient for blind

users, but Romano et al. [37] found that blind users used motion

gestures less often because they were unfamiliar and concerned

about accidentally hitting nearby objects. Dexterous gestures may

have an advantage because they are highly tactile when learning

and they require no large movement of the hand or arm.

8 CONCLUSION

We explored a new form of physical phone interactions called dex-

terous gestures which use fine motor skills of fingers to manipulate

the device in-hand. We defined a gesture design space consisting of

shifting, spinning, rotating, and flipping manipulations, with tilting

used as a baseline. A formative study showed that all manipulations

except flipping had been previously performed by participants. A

performance experiment showed that rotating was fast and the

most preferred gesture while a full flip was rated lowest. A proto-

type system using a heuristic recognizer demonstrated that most

spinning, rotating, and flipping gestures can be recognized reliably

on standard phones with 91.2% average accuracy, which illustrates

how this style of gestures could be used in real applications. A

one-week experiment further showed that speed and willingness

to adopt dexterous gestures improve after practising, and that there

is little difference in using the gestures while sitting or standing.

Our exploration shows how human dexterity can be harnessed for

new forms of phone interaction.
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APPENDIX: TABLES OF STATISTICAL TESTS

This appendix presents tables of ANOVA and post hoc statistical

tests for main effects and interactions of our results in experiment

1 and 2 (Section 4.1, 6.1, and 6.2).

A.1 Experiment 1: Results

Table 3: Main effect

(a) manipulation

comparisons

(i) Time (ii) Ease (iii) Comfort (iv) Confidence (v) Acceptance
𝐹3,51 = 7.31, 𝐹3,51 = 29.52, 𝐹3,51 = 30.93, 𝐹3,51 = 29.78, 𝐹3,51 = 21.22,

𝑝 < .001, 𝑝 < .001 𝑝 < .001 𝑝 < .001 𝑝 < .001

[2 = 0.08
𝐺

diff (s) p-value diff p-value diff p-value diff p-value diff p-value

rotate shift -0.43 < .001*** 0.99 < .01** 1.16 < .001*** 0.15 1 -0.01 1

rotate spin -0.9 < .001*** 0.86 < .001*** 1.03 < .001*** 0.95 < .001*** 1.11 < .001***

rotate flip -0.73 < .001*** 1.96 < .001*** 2.02 < .001*** 1.77 < .001*** 1.79 < .001***

shift spin -0.47 < .001*** -0.13 1 -0.13 1 0.8 < .01** 1.12 < .01**

shift flip -0.3 < .001*** 0.97 < .001*** 0.86 < .01** 1.62 < .001*** 1.8 < .001***

spin flip 0.17 .15 1.1 < .001*** 0.99 < .001*** 0.82 < .01** 0.68 .05

(b) magnitude

(i) Time (ii) Ease (iii) Comfort (iv) Confidence (v) Acceptance
𝐹1,17 = 36.42, 𝐹1,17 = 0.34, 𝐹1,17 = 28.10, 𝐹1,17 = 13.86, 𝐹1,17 = 12.57,

𝑝 < .001, 𝑝 < .001 𝑝 < .001 𝑝 < .001 𝑝 < .001

[2 = 0.19
𝐺

comparisons diff (s) p-value diff p-value diff p-value diff p-value diff p-value

half full -0.96 < .001*** 0.8 < .001*** 0.74 < .001*** 0.63 < .001*** 0.56 < .001***
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Table 4: Interaction for time. Note: Only the comparisons with significant difference are shown.

(a) manipulation × direction (𝐹3,51

comparisons for abd diff (s)
= 10.69, 𝑝 < .001, [2

𝐺
= 0.05)

p-value

rotate shift

rotate spin

rotate flip

flip spin

comparisons for add

-1.11

-0.89

-0.6

-0.29

diff (s)

< .001***

< .001***

< .001***

< .05*

p-value

shift spin

shift flip

rotate spin

rotate flip

comparisons for shift

-1.16

-1.11

-0.91

-0.86

diff (s)

< .001***

< .001***

< .001***

< .001***

p-value

add abd

comparisons for flip
-1.14

diff (s)
< .001***

p-value

abd add -0.48

(b) manipulation × direction × magnitude (𝐹2,34

comparisons for half diff (s)
= 5.42, 𝑝 < .01, [2

𝐺

< .05*

= 0.013)

p-value

rotate-abd spin-abd -0.82

rotate-abd spin-add -0.93

rotate-abd rotate-add -0.57

rotate-abd flip-add -1.05

rotate-add spin-abd -0.25

rotate-add flip-add -0.48

flip-abd spin-abd -0.62

flip-abd flip-add -0.85

comparisons for full diff (s)

< .001***

< .001***

< .05*

< .001***

< .01**

< .001***

< .001***

< .001***

p-value

rotate-abd spin-abd

rotate-abd spin-add

rotate-abd flip-abd

rotate-abd flip-add

rotate-add spin-abd

rotate-add spin-add

rotate-add flip-abd

rotate-add flip-add

-0.94

-1.3

-0.92

-1.06

-1.1

-1.46

-1.08

-1.22

< .001***

< .001***

< .001***

< .001***

< .001***

< .001***

< .001***

< .001***
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A.2 Experiment 2: Results for Before and After Practice

Table 5: Main effect and interaction for session. Note: Only measures with significant difference are shown.

(a) session

(i) Time (ii) Ease (iii) Comfort (iv) Confidence (v) Acceptance
𝐹1,11 = 9.31, 𝐹1,11 = 19.98, 𝐹1,11 = 23.6, 𝐹1,11 = 14.95, 𝐹1,11 = 15.46,

𝑝 < .05, 𝑝 < .001 𝑝 < .001 𝑝 < .001 𝑝 < .001

[2 = 0.07
𝐺

comparisons diff (s) p-value diff p-value diff p-value diff p-value diff p-value

after before -0.32 < .05* 0.74 < .001*** 0.75 < .001*** 0.51 < .001*** 0.57 < .001***

(b) session × manipulation

(i) Ease (ii) Comfort (iii) Confidence (iv) Acceptance
𝐹2,22 = 5.66, 𝐹2,22 = 9.99, 𝐹2,22 = 6.83, 𝐹2,22 = 7.11,

𝑝 < .01 𝑝 < .001 𝑝 < .01 𝑝 < .01

comparisons for flip diff p-value diff p-value diff p-value diff p-value

after before 1.54 < .05* 1.67 < .001*** 1.29 0.29 1.25 < .05*

A.3 Experiment 2: Results for Sitting versus Standing

Table 6: Main effect. Note: Only measures with significant difference are shown.

(a) manipulation

(i) Time
𝐹1.09,11.96 = 34.49,

𝑝 < .001,

[2 = 0.47
𝐺

comparisons diff (s) p-value

(ii) Smoothness (iii) Ease (iv) Comfort (v) Confidence (vi) Acceptance
𝐹1.32,14.54 = 6.11, 𝐹2,22 = 81.44, 𝐹2,22 = 83.34, 𝐹2,22 = 45.66, 𝐹2,22 = 42.03,

𝑝 < .05, 𝑝 < .001 𝑝 < .001 𝑝 < .001 𝑝 < .001

[2 = 0.12
𝐺

diff p-value diff p-value diff p-value diff p-value diff p-value

rotate spin -1.21 < .001*** -0.007 < .001*** 1.41

rotate flip -1.03 < .001*** -0.0048 < .01** 1.73

spin flip 0.18 1 0.0022 1 0.32

(b) direction

(i) Time
𝐹1,11 = 22.59,

𝑝 < .001,

[2 = 0.14
𝐺

comparisons diff (s) p-value

< .001*** 1.62

< .001*** 1.98

.12 0.36

< .001*** 0.93 < .001*** 0.83 < .001***

< .001*** 1.73 < .001*** 1.64 < .001***

.13 0.8 < .01** 0.81 < .01**

add abd -0.47 < .001***
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